


Time for something Swedish.  I’ll be 
building the J-35 Draken from 
Hasegawa.  The kit is 1/48 scale and 
looks relatively straight forward when 
you open up the box.  



I don’t have much for reference, which 
isn’t necessarily a bad thing.  It might 
keep me out of trouble.  I do have a 
review however from Model Magazine 
International issue 37 from August 2008.  
Reading this review the author goes on 
at length about how this is his favourite 
plane and that the kit fit is flawless.  
Once you start building however, you 
soon discover that there are fit issues 
that need to be addressed.  Read on with 
my review and the truth will be revealed.  



I decided to use the Aires resin cockpit.  As is the case with aftermarket resin it 
wasn’t a drop fit.  I did some scraping of the plastic to get it to fit.  It wasn’t 
horrible work this time around, but I did have to cut off one control stick kind  
of looking item on the left side of the console.  I’ll stick something back in 
place before I paint to busy things up.



The intakes are the first things that have fit issues.  Putty is required to blend 
things into the fuselage.  The inlets are blanked off at the end of the front 
pieces that are glued on.  I decided to keep things that way.  Hopefully it 
doesn’t look horrible once painting is done.  If so I could always add FOD 
covers.



The tail cone has the worst fit.  Lots of multiple putty and sand sessions are 
required to blend things in.  So that said I’m calling bullshit on the review in 
the magazine.



The navigation lights are on the 
front edge of the wing.  I decided 
to cut them out and used a handy 
new tool, the JLC cutter.  It comes 
with 2 blades and I found I could 
punch holes in other P/E saws I 
had and utilize the handle.  The 
set up makes cutting much easier.



Hasegawa do provide the 
navigation lights if you cut out 
the wing section.  I drilled into 
the pieces and put the 
appropriate colour inside to 
represent the lights.  



Gluing these tiny pieces was a 
major pain.



I’ve never utilized liquid 
styrene cement on clear 
parts believing that it would 
craze the plastic.  Recently I 
read that it’s possible to use 
this cement so that’s what I 
ended up doing and it looks 
like things worked out.  
Don’t know where I 
developed my original fear.  
Anyhow the lights were 
sanded and polished flush 
to the wing.  It would have 
been much easier had 
Hasegawa had a large clear 
front wing insert.



I tried something different this 
time by replacing the fuel tank 
winglets with something thinner.  
It’s a matter of placing thin 
styrene in the one side of the 
tank which has a slight recess.  
Then you cut off the kit fins, sand 
things flush and you end up with 
fins at least half the thickness.  
Hopefully little details like that 
add to the realism.



For the generator I thinned down 
the blades.  They were way too 
thick.  I also added some wire to 
add some complexity.  Both tasks 
were simple and hopefully add 
something to the finished 
product.



The landing gear is 
well detailed but 
there are a few small 
parts you have to 
fiddle with.  



I spent a few minutes drilling out 
the holes around the exhaust 
nozzle, again in the hope to add 
something extra without having 
to invest in any aftermarket 
products.



Another pain was gluing the 
photo etch harnesses.  It took 
several tries to get everything to 
stick.  I hope the effort will pay 
off once the painting starts.



Hasegawa  were brave in 
supplying the nose pitot tube in 
plastic.  It started breaking 
already during clean up so I 
replaced it with a metal piece.



The actual plane has braces 
inside the windshield.  Thin brass 
wire is what I’m using to replicate 
the struts.



In preparation for painting I used 
toothpicks as temporary landing 
gear.



At this point I’m ready for paint.  I’ve washed the model and 
am waiting for it to dry before I apply a primer coat.  Overall 

the kit is very nice.  What is disappointing is the fit, and I wish I 
had been able to spend less time applying putty and then 

sanding it.  The shape of the plane should lend itself to easy 
assembly, unfortunately Hasegawa didn’t quite execute.  As 

you’ve seen I’m using a little bit of aftermarket resin, however 
the kit seat isn’t that bad but is missing the seatbelts.  Either 

approach would have the modeler produce a nice result.  I 
didn’t spend too much time explaining the build process as it’s 
something anyone (myself included) can handle.  The painting 

should be the interesting part and I’m looking forward to it.  
That will be covered in the next build article update.



With the assembly pretty much taken care of it’s time for paint.  As usual 
I sprayed flat black as a primer.  I then sprayed the lower spine in gloss 

black.  I did this extra paint step as a metallic  base.  Doing so later might 
create a paint edge.  I’ll see later if this is the right approach.



Again, the next step might be 
extra unnecessary work, time will 
tell.  I masked off the gloss spine 

and sprayed silver inside the 
wells.  I did this as I want the 

spine metallic colour to be 
different.



I used Gunze H309 to paint the cockpit.  The panels will be brush painted with 
black.



Some masking was done so the outer edge of the 
cockpit could be painted black.



As much as I use the black primer to look for flaws, nothing does a better job 
than silver.  So when I painted the fuel tanks flaws showed up.  I’ll have to 

spend more time redoing the seams.



I felt like a total ass when I discovered that I had painted white on the wrong 
side of the clear instrument panel acetate.  It required me to cut the dials out 

into smaller pieces and glue them in multiple parts.  Maybe I had a few when I 
painted the white?



The instrument panel and looks much better than what I could have gotten out 
of the kit parts.  That said the kit parts are still very acceptable if you chose to 

use them. 



The inner lip of the intake was masked and then I shoved foam inside the 
intake for a quick mask.



I painted the outside intakes with Mr. Color Super Iron.  



The pitot tube was sprayed yellow first.  Then I added 2mm strips of masking 
tape and sprayed the contrasting black.  Hasegawa do provide decals for the 

pitot, but in the end I prefer painting it.  I do find it’s less hassle than the decal.



I then continued to use up my masking supplies.



Anyone who’s read my articles knows I have trouble with decals from time to 
time, especially larger ones.  That’s why I decided to paint the number codes on 
the upper wings.  Spray white, cut out the mask using the decal as a guide and 

apply the mask.



The more I worked on the plane the more I realized how much masking is 
required.  Here’s an example of me masking the leading edge of an antenna.



I sprayed the lower spine with Mr. Colour Super Stainless.  Looks like I wasted my 
time masking the wells, there’s not much difference between the colours, and it 
occurred to me that I could have easily adjusted the well colour with a wash of 

Tamiya Smoke.



I also sprayed the leading edges.



Then more masking.  The strakes on the lower wing add to the complexity of the 
task.



All masked ready for some 
paint.



I’m using my 3 step paint process for the lower surface.  Light grey base, dark 
grey panel highlight and final grey blending coat.



Step 1, a blotchy light base coat.



Step 2, a dark grey highlight coat of the panel lines.  I also painted some panels 
darker.  All this was sprayed at 40 psi with thinned paint.



Step 3, the final blending coat.  The paint is highly thinned.  It’s always a bit of 
guess work when to stop the blending.  Once a clear coat is applied the contrast 

changes.  I did however add some Future to the blending mix.



If it wasn’t for all the masking I’d be further ahead on the 
project.  I also discovered a faint seam line by the cockpit area.  
Once everything is fully dry I’ll have to see if I need to fix it or if 
the paint and decals will help hide the seam.  So far everything 

is good.  It’s hard to tell how everything looks until all the 
masking tape comes off.  I’ll cover the top camouflage in the 

next build article.  It won’t be a straight forward freehand 
spray of the 2 greens.  I’m planning on using the same 

approach that I employed when I painted my F-15.  More on 
that next time.



When I had finished painting the underside a seam appeared below the 
cockpit.  Fortunately the top camouflage will be in this area so I was able 

to sand the seam without having to repaint.



I’m starting the top camouflage with the lightest green.  Again I’ll be using the 3 
step paint process.

1 2 3



The base coat applied.



The panel line highlights applied.



And the blending coat.  Again I added some Future to the last colour.  I’m going 
to let this dry thoroughly before proceeding with the next colour.



I had great results when I used raised masks on my F-15 so I wanted to 
experiment doing the same on a plane that had more complex shapes.  Doing 

this is a bit more work.  Again, lots of masking tape used as well.



Here you can see the raised paper masks.  I used double sided tape that has a 
foam layer to act as the spacer for the paper as well as the adhesive.



First step was to spray flat black on the panel lines, as the darker camouflage 
colour would obscure the lines from the green base colour.



H-55 was the callout for the Midnight Black camouflage colour.  I didn’t have 
that colour so I decided to use a dark blue mix from my Mitsubishi F-2 build.  
It’s hard to see what the contrast will look like with the masks on, but I was 

fearing I wouldn’t be happy with the tone of blue.



Sure enough I wasn’t happy when I peeled back some of the masking.  I 
therefore used XF-17 to spray over everything.  The paint was looking better 

but the extra coat obscured the panel line highlights.  I therefore added a drop 
of white to my first blue mix and used that on the panel lines.



Once I pulled the masks off I discovered two things.  All the different spray 
angles that I had used must have resulted in overspray under the mask edges 
and I had impressions of the double sided paint, that or I had put the tape too 

close to the edge.  Secondly I wasn’t happy with the lighter blue highlights.

WTF!



The airbrush was reloaded with XF-17 and the edges were sprayed freehand.  I 
also sprayed over the panel highlights in a blotchy manner to tomne down the 

contrast.



Lesson learned?  I probably should have trusted my freehand spraying abilities.  
It would have saved a lot of work.

Before After



I think I’m happy with the result.  The plane will really start to look different 
when I remove all the masks.  I’ll leave that part for the next build article as well 

as the decals. 



I unintentionally slowed the project down by trying the paper 
masks.  The experiment failed ultimately.  There are several 

ways to attempt the soft edge masking, putty being the one I 
see employed by other modelers.  That said freehand spraying 

is probably the one most widely used, and I think my efforts 
turned out alright.  The painting repair actually didn’t eat up 
much extra time.  I gave the airbrush a quick clean between 

colours, but the compressor and airbrush never stopped, it was 
one continuous spraying session minus the paint mixing and 

airbrush cleanings.  Lets hope the decal process goes well.  I’ll 
cover that next time.



Last time around I had finished putting the main camouflage colours on.  
Time to press on.



First thing to do is to remove all the masking.



With the masking tape removed I sprayed a highly thinned mix of Tamiya Clear 
to seal everything.  An essential step for applying the decals and the 

weathering.



As I tend to have difficulty with decals and because I’m using Hasegawa decals, 
I tried something a little different.  I still used the Micro Sol/Set solutions, 

however instead of applying the Sol first and then the decal I applied the decal  
without the Sol base. First I rolled a Q-tip over the decal to squeeze the water 
out and then put the Sol on top.  When the Sol was getting close to dried out I 

applied the Set solution.



I think this process worked pretty good.  I had minimal air bubbles and some 
follow up coats of the Set seems to have helped.  It could be that I had a really 
good gloss base, not sure but I’ll try this approach a few more times to gauge 

the results.



With the gloss finish still on the plane it was time for a wash for the panel 
lines.  Usually I use MIG dark brown wash, but because of the dark colours on 

the plane I surmised that there wouldn’t be much contrast created.  I therefore 
made my own wash with Abteilung 502 Light Mud.



The process is not to paint the panel lines without getting any on the rest of 
the plane.  That would be extremely difficult.  Instead I basically slop it on 

along the panel lines.  The excess gets taken off once things are dry using a Q-
tip soaked in odourless turpentine.



I also applied the same wash colour to the lower surface, but as it turned out 
this was too light for my liking.



I went back to the MIG dark wash and applied that only on the lower section of 
the plane.



As I mentioned in my previous build articles, the fuel tanks had to have the 
seams reworked.  I did that and then sprayed them gloss black as a base for 
the metallic colour.  You still end up with some orange peel so after spraying 
the black I applied straight thinner with the airbrush.  This acts as a chemical 
sanding process and makes the surface very smooth.  I’m also experimenting 

with this approach on an automotive subject and it looks promising.



I’m fairly happy with how they look once painted.  Let me talk about the paint 
I used in the next slide.



I read that IPP paints from Korea (the south, not the north) were some of the 
best metallics.  I bought some and used the Super Fine Aluminum.  Thinned at 

50% I’m happy with the results.  That said I believe that Mr. Color Super Metallic 
colours are the same paint.  The bottle is identical and the only difference is the 
logo on the cap.  I’ve used the Mr. Color paints before but had trouble finding a 
compatible thinner.  Once I did some more digging I discovered that Mr. Color 
Thinner is what is required.  Previously I had used the Home Hardware lacquer 

thinner and you could tell the mix was hot as the paint kept dancing.



Once everything was dry I gave the plane a wet sanding with a sponge backed 
3000 grit pad.  The gloss finish was a bit rough in places so my aim was to 

smooth everything out.



Although you would think that it’s best to add the small antenna at the very 
end, I always like to attach them earlier to avoid paint blobs.  Of course one 

managed to break off but I was fortunate enough to find the piece and I glued 
it back on.



1 2

3 4

As I was looking at the plane again I noticed an out of place piece on the tail.  I 
looked at the box art and discovered this was an inlet with louvers.  If I had 

noticed this earlier in the build full OCD would have kicked in and I would have 
tried to replicate it.  Now my only option was paint.  A little masking (lots for the 

small size item actually) and a quick spray of black produced something better 
than before,  Not great but better. 



While I was looking over things I also discovered that I had switched the gear 
doors.  I thought I had been careful about matching the parts but obviously I 

proved myself wrong.   Time to remove the doors and glue them to the proper 
legs.



To get ready to spray the matt finish on the plane I masked the navigation lights 
with liquid mask and used Tamiya tape for curves on the nose followed by 

‘regular’ tape.  



After spraying my usual Gunze H-20 flat coat (60% thinner) I was left with some 
white spots on parts of the finish.  The only thing I did different was using 70% 

alcohol thinner instead of Tamiya brand.  Perhaps that is what caused this.



To address this I decided to try a filter.  I had some MIG filter for different colours 
which I haven’t used much.  Unfortunately I’ve had the product so long that it 

didn’t seem to be mixing properly.  Instead I decided to make my own filter using 
oil paint and turpentine.  A filter consists of 90% thinner and 10% paint.



This is what it looks like wet on the light green.  I’ll let you know how this works 
out in the next update.



Just as I’m getting towards the end I start to run into issues.  
The flat coat becoming blotchy in places is strange.  Aside from 
the humidity, which I’ve sprayed in before the only other thing 
I can think of is the alcohol that I used to thin the flat coat.  I’m 

not impressed, however it’s another challenge for me that I 
hope I can resolve.  The plane is close to finished, so in the 

next build article I will be able to show you the whole plane.  
Coming up in the next update is the repair to the overall matt 

finish and the completion of the cockpit.



Last time around I ran into problems with the flat coat finish.  I had tried 
the filter approach but that didn’t result in any success.  Next up I tried 

some pigments and set them with 70% alcohol. 



That resulted in a disaster.  Obviously the alcohol interacted with the acrylic 
flat coat.  First thing I did was to throw out the 70% alcohol which has gotten 
me into trouble twice now.  At this point putting the plane into the trash bin 

was starting to look appealing.



In the end I decided retouching the paint would be the best and only approach 
to take.  I haven’t applied the panel line wash here yet.



In between painting sessions I managed to finish the ejection seat.  I’m happy 
with it at least.  The kit seat is not horrible, it’s mainly missing harnesses, but 

the aftermarket item does really spruce things up a bit. 



One thing I learned is that I could and should have glued the main gear 
actuating arms on before painting.  I’ll keep that in mind for next time.



With the plane re-touched at this point I could move onto the last bots, the 
canopy in this case.  The items were masked, painted black first followed by dark 

green.



One final picture of the cockpit before the main canopy gets glued on.  So now 
for some pictures of the completed plane.













The project started with a lot of enthusiasm, however with a few missteps that faded 
away.  In the end I didn’t produce something I would put on a contest table.  

Although there’s a few items on the kit that could be better (full intakes, better gear 
joints, decals, etc.), in the end it’s my clumsy hands that are to blame for the final 

outcome.



The biggest failure was with the paint job which came about due to the matt finish 
issues and the panel line wash.  First I hope I learned the lesson to stick to Tamiya 

thinners when applying matt finishes.  In the end I also wasn’t happy with my choice 
of using the buff colour for the panel lines.  It resulted in light streaking of the 

camouflage colours and the dulled effect just doesn’t look right to me.  A medium to 
dark grey would have been a better choice.  Lesson learned hopefully.  I could have 
done a better job with the putty on a few joints as well.  There are a few things that 

did turn out.  The metallic paint on the drop tanks looks promising.  The cockpit 
turned out fairly well also, but if you remember that extra control stick that I didn’t 

know where to place, well I finally figured out it was a replacement for the kit 
joystick.  My plane now has two in the cockpit.  Oh well.  Perhaps sometimes a 

project tends to be more of a lesson than a piece you’re truly proud of.  I still have 
one more Draken in my collection, the finish may be challenging on it as well as it is 
an Austrian (G’day mate) commemorative scheme.  Lets hope I have better fortunes 

with it.   I hate calling this project finished, it seemed more like just getting it over 
the finish line.  Hopefully a new project will bring better success.


